ADMISSION CRITERIA - PGCertHSc(Mammography)

Are you a registered Medical Imaging Technologist or Radiation Therapist?

Yes

Do you have a clinical position in Mammography in New Zealand?

Yes

You may apply on-line to be admitted to the PGCertHSc (Mammography) programme.

You will need to provide:
• evidence of your medical imaging or radiation therapy qualification
• your MRTB registration number
• a completed University of Auckland Clinical Training Position Agreement.

No

You will need to secure a clinical training position in a mammographic practice in New Zealand before commencing your studies in this programme.

No

You will need to gain a Medical Imaging undergraduate degree to be eligible to enrol in the PGCertHSc (Mammography).

The BMedImag(Hons) qualification is offered by the University of Auckland. Students are selected from applicants who have completed:
• Year 1 of the Bachelor of Science at the University of Auckland, or the Health Sciences First Year at the University of Otago, or
• a relevant degree such as science, health sciences or biomedical science within 5 years.

Alternative undergraduate Medical Imaging degrees are offered in New Zealand by Unitec (Auckland), UCOL (Palmerston North) and Ara (Christchurch).

If you are an international student please contact the Faculty Student Centre at fmhs@auckland.ac.nz for individual advice.